Copperfield Academy
“Challenge and Aspiration in Learning for Life”
Our online safety commitment
Whilst children undertake our online learning activities, it is important to keep safety as a priority.
Please read the following commitment as you will be automatically agreeing to it by engaging as a family with our
online resources. Your children will be able to access a wide variety of “Live” resources, using our safe and secure
online learning platform. Children will be able to chat to their teachers, and friends, via our chat feature or online
video conferencing. For any of these activities, you are to ensure you are following the guidelines below.

Our online commitment to you:
1

Lives

2

Live Q & A
sessions

3

Chat function

4

Pre-recorded
videos
File uploads

5

You will be able to access “Live” lessons, recorded in our classrooms ,with content
that is relevant and age-appropriate. Teachers will broadcast the lesson to pupils.
You may choose to take part with your camera off and just tune in, or you may wish
to put your camera on and interact fully with the lesson.
This is an opportunity for you to ask questions about anything uploaded to Teams,
or any questions you may have at this time. You may type your questions, or you
may wish to ask your questions via the video link.
This function allows written messages to be sent for members of our teaching team
to answer.
These videos will be linked to your child’s curriculum.
Files will be uploaded - these will be educational tasks and information to support
children who are learning at home.

The commitment we wish from you as you take part in the above:
1

Dress code

When taking part online you must ensure you are dressed: this means, no
swimwear, no Pyjamas, no dressing gowns, etc.
(This applies to everyone who may be in view of the camera)

2

Suitable
learning
environment

You must work in a space that is suitable and conducive to learning.
This could be a kitchen or a lounge but must not be a bedroom.
Please remember our respectful working hours, no posts will be made to Teams
after 7pm each day.

3

Courtesy and
respect

4

Written
communication

When you take part in our online activities and lessons that are live, you must
ensure that you are polite and respectful at all times to others listening and joining
in.
Language must be appropriate at all time, whether this is written or during live
videos.
All written communication must be polite and respectful - whether this is to
teachers or to other pupils.

5

Conduct

When teachers share resources during a live video you must only draw on the
whiteboard if you are directed to do so.

‘Children are our Priority’
‘Change is the Reality’
‘Collaboration is the Strategy

